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============

The problem of proving strong lower bounds on the size (i.e., the number of gates) of depth-two threshold circuits computing an explicit Boolean function is a big challenge in complexity theory. Currently, we cannot refute that every function in the class NEXP (non-deterministic exponential time) can be computed by a polynomial-size depth-two circuit consisting of threshold gates with unbounded weights (denoted by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf{THR}\circ \mathsf{THR}$$\end{document}$ circuit). There is a long line of research aiming for understanding the computational power and the limitation of depth-two threshold circuits (e.g, \[[@CR5], [@CR9], [@CR10], [@CR13], [@CR14]\] or see an excellent book \[[@CR12], Chapter 11.10\]). The strongest known lower bound on the size of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varOmega (n^{3/2})$$\end{document}$ due to Kane and Williams \[[@CR13]\].

In this paper, we focus on the size complexity of depth-two threshold circuits for the *inner product mod 2* function:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \mathsf{IP2}_n(x_1, \ldots , x_n, y_1, \ldots , y_n) = \sum _{i=1}^n (x_i \wedge y_i) \qquad (\text {mod } 2). \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$The inner product mod 2 function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf{IP2}_n$$\end{document}$ has been widely studied in the context of depth-two threshold circuits (e.g., \[[@CR7], [@CR10], [@CR13]\]).

It is a long standing open question whether $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf{IP2}_n$$\end{document}$ has a polynomial size depth-two threshold circuit with unbounded weights threshold gates in both layers. If we restrict the weights of threshold gates in one of two layers to be polynomial, then strong lower bounds are known. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf{MAJ}$$\end{document}$ denote the class of threshold functions whose weights are bounded to be $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathbb Z} \cap [ -\text {poly}(n),\text {poly}(n)]$$\end{document}$. Hajnal et al. \[[@CR10]\] proved that every $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varOmega (2^{(1/3-\epsilon )n})$$\end{document}$ using the discriminator method. An exponential lower bound were also shown by Nisan \[[@CR16]\] using a communication complexity argument. Forster et al. \[[@CR7], [@CR8]\] proved that every $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varOmega (\sqrt{2}^n/\text {poly}(n))$$\end{document}$ by lowerbounding the sign-rank of the communication matrix of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf{IP2}_n$$\end{document}$ has an *O*(*n*) size threshold circuit of *depth-three*; in the first layer, we use *n* gates to compute $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$x_i \wedge y_i$$\end{document}$ for each *i*, and then in the second and third layer, we use *O*(*n*) gates to compute the parity of the outputs of them. If the gates at the bottom layer are restricted to be And, Exclusive-or or Symmetric gates, stronger lower bounds for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf{IP2}_n$$\end{document}$ are known (see Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). Remark that, in recent years, several results providing the separation between depth-two and depth-three threshold circuits were given for *real-valued* functions (e.g., \[[@CR6], [@CR18]\]). However, to the best of our knowledge, the arguments used in these works can not directly be applied for Boolean functions.Table 1.Known upper and lower bounds on the size of depth-two circuits using threshold gates that computes $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf{IP2}_n$$\end{document}$. Entries marked with (\*) are shown in this paper. Unmarked results are folklore.Circuit typeLower boundUpper bound $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Our Contributions {#Sec2}
-----------------

The contribution of this work is twofold.

First, we consider *upper bounds* on the size of depth-two threshold circuits for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf{IP2}_n$$\end{document}$. Although we know that lower bounds are more preferable, we pursuit upper bounds because we think that the lack of knowledge on good upper bounds for the problem is one of the reasons why we could not obtain a good lower bound.
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf{IP2}_n$$\end{document}$ has 2*n* input variables and the construction via the DNF representation of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The second contribution of this work is to give a new lower bound on the size of depth-two threshold circuits with some special restriction on the bottom gates. A *symmetric gate* is a gate that takes Boolean inputs whose output is depending only on the number of one's in inputs. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf{THR}\circ \mathsf{SYM}$$\end{document}$ denote depth-two circuits consisting of a threshold gate with unbounded weights at the top and symmetric gates at the bottom.

In \[[@CR7]\], Forster established a breakthrough result that the sign-rank of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$M_{i,j} A_{i,j} > 0$$\end{document}$ for all *i* and *j*. By combining this result and a simple fact that the communication matrix of any symmetric function has rank at most $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In this paper, we improve their bound to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varOmega ((1.5-\epsilon )^n)$$\end{document}$. Although the improvement is somewhat limited, our method has a unique feature; the lower bound is obtained by giving an explicit feasible solution to a certain linear programming problem.

Over a decade ago, building on the work of Basu et al. \[[@CR3]\], the author developed an LP-based method to obtain a lower bound on the size of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf{IP2}_n$$\end{document}$ \[[@CR1]\]. In \[[@CR1]\], we showed that the problem of obtaining a lower bound on the size of such circuits can be reduced to the problem of solving a certain linear programming problem. Then we solved an obtained linear programming problem over $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf{IP2}_n$$\end{document}$. However, the problem of determining a highest lower bound that can be obtained by our LP-based method was left as an open problem in \[[@CR1]\].

In this work, we show that this limit is in fact $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varOmega (\sqrt{2}^n/n)$$\end{document}$ bounds obtained by the sign-rank method. We achieve this by giving an explicit feasible solution to the *dual* of the linear programming problem presented in \[[@CR1]\] and estimating the value of the objective function. Showing this is an actual contribution of the second part of this work.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. [2](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}, we introduce some notations. In Sect. [3](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}, we give new upper bounds on the size of depth-two threshold circuits for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Preliminaries {#Sec3}
=============
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                \begin{document}$$x_1, \ldots , x_n \in \{0,1\}$$\end{document}$ be Boolean variables. A *linear threshold function* is a Boolean function of the form$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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As usual, a depth-two circuit such that the top gate computes a function in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\mathcal C} \circ {\mathcal D}$$\end{document}$ circuit computing *f*.

A *majority gate* is a gate computing a linear threshold function with additional restriction that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$1+2+3=6$$\end{document}$. Remark that a majority gate is often defined as a gate that computes a linear threshold function with polynomially bounded weights. If we adapt this definition of majority gates, the size complexity may be reduced by at most a polynomial factor. However, such a difference will not affect all the results described in this paper.
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                \begin{document}$$f: \{0,1\}^n \rightarrow \mathbb {R}$$\end{document}$ is called *symmetric* if the value of *f* depends only on the number of ones in the input. A gate that computes a symmetric function is called a *symmetric gate* and the class of all symmetric functions is denoted by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbb {R}$$\end{document}$. By this extension, the set of symmetric functions turns out to be closed under linear combinations. This property is useful when we view a threshold-of-symmetric circuit as (the sign of) a real polynomial (see Sect. [4.1](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}). Note also that a symmetric gate can simulate all of AND, OR, the modulo gate. It can also simulate a restrict version of the majority gate where the gate reads each variable at most once and all the weights are restricted to be 1.

Upper Bounds {#Sec4}
============

In this section, we give upper bounds on the size of depth-two threshold circuits for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We begin with two simple lemmas about exact threshold functions. Both lemmas were appeared in \[[@CR11]\].

Lemma 1 {#FPar1}
-------

\[[@CR11]\]**.** Suppose that a Boolean function *f* can be computed by a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Lemma 2 {#FPar2}
-------

\[[@CR11]\]**.** The AND of an arbitrary number of exact threshold functions is also an exact threshold function. In other words, the class of exact threshold functions is closed under the AND operation.

Before stating our upper bounds, we describe an idea of our construction. Consider the function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \mathsf{IP2}_2(x_1, x_2, y_1, y_2) = \text {sgn}(2 \cdot g_1(x_1,x_2, y_1, y_2) + 2 \cdot g_2 (x_1, x_2, y_1, y_2) - 1), \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where sgn(*v*) is defined to be 0 if $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathsf{THR}\circ \mathsf{THR}$$\end{document}$ circuit of the same order by Lemma [1](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"}.

It is natural to expect that we can obtain a better bound by considering $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Theorem 3 {#FPar3}
---------
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LP-Based Method for Lower Bounds on Circuit Size {#Sec6}
------------------------------------------------
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The following corollary is immediate from Fact [7](#FPar7){ref-type="sec"}.
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Proof of Fact [7](#FPar7){ref-type="sec"} (sketch). Suppose that a polynomial *P* of the form ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) sign-represents $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We also consider another type of partial assignments.
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### Theorem 10 {#FPar10}
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Although we only prove the lower bound, we strongly believe that our bound on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proof of Theorem [10](#FPar10){ref-type="sec"}. The proof is done by giving a feasible solution to the dual of the LP problem ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}), and then estimating the value of the objective function.
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We proceed to the estimation of the value of the objective function.
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